
 
 

 

Year 5 SPJS Curriculum Headlines 
Week Beginning: 26th September 2022 

 

English  Writing: The children are thoroughly enjoying The Adventures of Odysseus. Lots 

have come in with Greek myth facts from different stories and beasts. This week, 

we will be designing our own mythical beast that will encounter Odysseus along his 

journey.  

Reading: Continuing our topic of myths, we will be reading the Quest of Perseus. 

As a class, the children will be looking at retrieval questions and finding evidence in 

the text to inform their answers. 

Spelling  This week, we are focusing on homophones. These words sound the same but have a 

different spelling and meaning. 

Words of the Week: We will have two general words and one topic word each week, 

which we will introduce to the children in class to boost their vocabulary. 
 

Single chilli: decline Double chilli: inclusive     Topic: predict  

Maths We are completing our last few lessons on place value this week. The children have 

been recognising which numbers are larger based on their worth and value as well 

as rounding number to 1 million. We will be revising our knowledge of number and 

completing our end of unit test at the end of the week.  

On Monday, we will be sending home the children’s first Year 5 Baseline test. 

Please spend some time looking through the questions with them.  

Foundation 

Subjects 

 

D&T: We are continuing our topic of Greek food this week by designing a Greek 

plate. The children will be looking at baklava and will be discussing how they could 

change the nuts. Will they go sweet or will they go savoury? 

History: After speaking about the monarchs of Greece, we will start to look at the 

legacies the Greek left. How did they impact our daily life today? To do this, we 

will be using both primary and secondary sources. To prepare them, please chat to 

your child at home about how news presenters get their facts. Are they primary 

sources or are they word of mouth?   

Computing: This week in computing we will be citing websites, linking with our 

history lesson of sources.  

Health and 

Fitness 

 

Swimming: Swimming starts on Monday 26th September. Please ensure your 

child arrives at school for the correct coach, wearing their swimsuit under 

their PE kit. They MUST remember a towel, swimming hat, goggles, underwear 

and socks.  

Games: In Kwik Cricket, we will be continuing to practise bowling and introduce the 

skill of batting. 

PSHCE 

 

PSHCE: The children have settled very well into Year 5. The focus of our assembly 

last week was respect, which is this month’s core value. In our lesson this week, we 

will be discussing how we can make the right choices and what consequences may 

occur if we make the wrong choices.  

Reminders 

 
 

 Swimming starts. Please see above.  

 Please ensure your child has a handwriting pen and is not using a biro. These 

must be blue and can be purchased from the school office for 60p. 

 We will be doing cricket on the field on Wednesday so please ensure your child 

brings in a pair of spare shoes.  

 

 


